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WARNING: Upgrading the Cellular
Module in a ConnectPort WAN must
be performed by an experienced
technician in a static-safe
environment. Please follow the
instructions carefully.
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ConnectPort™ WAN
Upgrade Kit

Phillips head
screw driver
Tools
needed:

Needle-nose
pliers

Static strap

Remove antenna, screws and cover.

needle nose pliers, remove antenna cables from
2 Using
connectors P23 and P24 on the circuit board.

WARNING: Note: Wearing a wrist-strap attached to a known
grounded connection is required prior to performing this upgrade.
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NOTE: If you are upgrading
from a PC card to a module,
and do not have a module
already installed - skip to
step 4.
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Pull clips from old Cellular Module to release it from the
circuit board.
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P24

Carefully align new antenna cables with connectors on
new Cellular Module and snap into place.
NOTE: Two antenna cables
are shown. Some cellular
models only support a single
antenna connection. if you
only have one antenna cable
make sure it is connected to
the MAIN connector.
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Insert new Cellular Module into socket on the circuit board
and press down firmly until it is securely snapped into place.
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MAIN

Carefully align the free end of each antenna cable with the
connector on the circuit board and snap into place, making
sure the MAIN antenna cable is attached to P23 and the
AUX antenna cable is attached to P24. Reassemble your
device. Make sure you upgrade your firmware at
www.digi.com/support

NOTE: if you only have
one antenna cable
make sure it is
connected to P23.
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